SRI RAMAKRISHNA VIDYASHALA, MYSURU 570 020

Guidelines for admission to FIRST PUC – 2022-23
Application and Prospectus:
Prospectus with Application Forms can be had only in person or by the guardian on payment
or Rs.300/- by cash or DD drawn in favour of Sri Ramakrishna Vidyashala, Yadavagiri, Mysuru 570020.
Application will not be sent by post. Postal orders and cheques are not accepted. Majority of the
seats will be for the students of X standard who pass out of this institution. Only a few seats will be
available for outside students to fill up the vacancies. Admission is only for boys. There is no
admission for repeaters and also for II PUC.
Applications will be issued immediately after the announcement of the results of the SSLC
examination of Karnataka State Board. Marks extract duly attested should be produced while
getting the prospectus with application forms. If applicants from CBSE/ICSE have not received
their Board Exam marks, they have to produce their preparatory exam marks to get the
application.
Issue of applications is subject to scoring 85% in Science, 85% in Mathematics and 80%
aggregate in the SSLC Board examination. Applicants from CBSE/ICSE must have scored 80% in
Science, 80% in Mathematics and 80% aggregate. Marks obtained in the preparatory examination
also must be enclosed. Applicants have to appear for an interview and a medical check-up. The date
of the interview will be intimated to the applicants.
In the case of delayed results, especially of CBSE/ICSE examinations, the percentage of marks
obtained in the preparatory examination added to the performance in the interview will be
considered.
Selections will based on the candidate’s academic performance, cocurricurlar activities and
also based on the candidate’s suitability to the residential set up of Sri Ramakrishna Vidyashala.
Basic coaching for other competitive examinations is also provided to students at additional
nominal charges.
Syllabus:
The syllabus followed is that of Karnataka State Pre-University Board.
The medium of instruction is English.
The combinations are PCMB & PCMC
Part I : Kannada / Sanskrit / Hindi / English
Part II : Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Biology or Computer Science (PCMB or PCMC)
Annual Charges:
a. The annual charges including boarding and other charges will be approximately Rs.1,61,000/payable in three instalments. First instalment fee or Rs.86,000/- is to be paid immediately
after selection .
b. In addition a variable personal expenditure deposit of Rs.25,000/-is to be made at the time
of reporting to college towards the boy’s personal expenses such as clothing, books, note
books, stationery, toiletries, sports articles, excursions, personal expenses such as photo
copies, spiral binding, medical consultation, photos etc.
All correspondence shall be addressed to ‘The Correspondent, Sri Ramakrishna Vidyashala,
Yadavagiri, Mysuru-570020’
Phone Numbers: 0821- 2514000/2417555/2514022,

E-mail: vidyashala@gmail.com

HINTS FOR APPLICANTS TO FIRST PRE-UNIVERSITY SECTION
1. We are glad that you desire to join Sri Ramakrishna Vidyashala - a residential

college. But life in a residential school is far different from living at home. Here
you have to adjust to a community life. Be sure that you will not seek withdrawal
due to home sickness or any other reason. Any withdrawal after admission will
result in loss of 1st instalment fee paid in addition to heavy compensation.
2. Swamijis (monastic members) of Ramakrishna order will be incharge of

dormitories, rooms and study halls and they will be in charge of the
administration of various departments. Highly qualified, experienced and
competent lecturers guide the students in academics and other activities. It is
customary to have respect, reverence and regard for swamijis, teachers and for all
elders. You must realize your responsibility and shape your own future.
3. Vidyashala has a tight routine from 5.00 am to 10.30 pm. It includes physical

training, prayers, games and regular classes in addition to compulsory study
hours. There will be a number of extra-curricular activities such as Vidyarthi
Homa, spiritual retreats, literary and sports activities, religious and national
festivities, talents day and annual programmes like College Day, National Youth
Day and so on. Vidyashala aims at all-round development and your participation
in these activities is compulsory.
4. Apart from regular classes (theory and practical) you get about 3 Yz hours of study

time everyday. You have to plan your studies properly and supplement your study
time by making use of your leisure hours, Wednesdays, Sundays and other
holidays.
5. Vidyashala provides wholesome vegetarian South Indian food. Breakfast, lunch,

evening tiffin and dinner are served every day. Students should not bring in to the
campus any non-vegetarian food, cooked food, drink or any junk food.
6. Vidyashala has a campus of 68 acres with 24 playgrounds, stadium, gardens,

gymnasium, Knowledge park, Nature school, swimming pool and so on. Students
are expected to make the best use of the facilities and maintain the general
cleanliness of the entire campus. They must also take individual and special care
of the cleanliness of their rooms, study cubicles, toilets, bathing places and general
areas in the premises.
7. Vidyashala stands for discipline. Any act that disturbs the atmosphere of the

institution, any behavior which causes pain and suffering to others will be treated
as indiscipline. Any gross misbehaviour will result in suspension or expulsion
from the institution. Hence students who cannot adjust to community life and find
it hard to maintain discipline need not apply. Parental guidance and advice in this
regard will be of great help and will be highly appreciated.
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